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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Cerebral MR imaging in infants is usually performed with a field strength of up to 3T. In adults, a
growing number of studies have shown added diagnostic value of 7T MR imaging. 7T MR imaging might be of additional value in
infants with unexplained seizures, for example. The aim of this study was to investigate the feasibility of 7T MR imaging in infants.
We provide information about the safety preparations and show the first MR images of infants at 7T.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Specific absorption rate levels during 7T were simulated in Sim4life using infant and adult models. A
newly developed acoustic hood was used to guarantee hearing protection. Acoustic noise damping of this hood was measured
and compared with the 3T Nordell hood and no hood. In this prospective pilot study, clinically stable infants, between term-
equivalent age and the corrected age of 3 months, underwent 7T MR imaging immediately after their standard 3T MR imaging. The
7T scan protocols were developed and optimized while scanning this cohort.

RESULTS: Global and peak specific absorption rate levels in the infant model in the centered position and 50-mm feet direction
did not exceed the levels in the adult model. Hearing protection was guaranteed with the new hood. Twelve infants were scanned.
No MR imaging–related adverse events occurred. It was feasible to obtain good-quality imaging at 7T for MRA, MRV, SWI, single-
shot T2WI, and MR spectroscopy. T1WI had lower quality at 7T.

CONCLUSIONS: 7T MR imaging is feasible in infants, and good-quality scans could be obtained.

ABBREVIATIONS: dB(A) ¼ A-weighted decibels; –50-mm FH ¼ 50 mm from the isocenter in feet direction; 150-mm FH ¼ 50 mm from the isocenter in
head direction; SAR ¼ specific absorption rate

Infants who are admitted to the neonatal intensive care unit are
at risk of delayed or impaired neurodevelopmental outcome

due to brain injury, cerebral malformations, and genetic or meta-
bolic disorders.1,2

MR imaging is the criterion standard to assess brain develop-
ment, malformations, and injury in infants.3 The first neonatal
3T field strength MR imaging scans were reported in 2004,4 and
3T scanners are now routinely used by many centers. 3T MR
imaging has several advantages compared with 1.5T MR imaging.
The quality of the MR images improved because of the increased
SNR, leading to higher spatial resolution, improved susceptibility
contrast, and increased chemical shift dispersion leading to

improved quality of MR spectroscopy.5,6 The increased SNR in
neonatal 3T MR imaging also led to shorter acquisition times.6

In adults, the introduction of ultra-high-field MR imaging pro-

vided new opportunities, further improving the spatial resolution

at 7T compared with 3T when the same acquisition times were

used.7 This feature provided additional anatomic information.8 At

7T, the sensitivity to susceptibility is strongly increased, enabling
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the diagnosis of microbleeds and visualization of microvasculature.

Due to the increased chemical shift dispersion at 7T, additional

metabolite peaks could be detected with MR spectroscopy.5,8-11

Currently, accessibility of 7T MR imaging scanners in adult

research is increasing rapidly, and 7T MR imaging is more often

used for clinical purposes. The initial safety concerns of using 7T

MR imaging in adults have been addressed in the past decades.

The largest safety concern was an increase in body temperature

because of the higher local and global specific absorption rate

(SAR) for the same B1
1 at 7T. However, an increase in body tem-

perature has not been reported in ultra-high-field MR imaging in

adults or children.5,12 Besides the increased SAR, a higher static

magnetic field increases the risk of attracting ferromagnetic objects,

which can be prevented with screening for ferrometal before MR

imaging.13 It also can potentially influence biologic systems, such

as cardiac and neurophysiological responses, but harmful effects

have never been described in follow-up studies in infants.13

Sensory symptoms such as vertigo, headaches, and an iron taste

due to the varying gradient field5 were reported by patients under-

going 7T MR imaging; however, only 5% rated these symptoms as

very unpleasant.14 Acoustic noise protection should be guaranteed

during the MR imaging, similar to 3T MR imaging.
While studies at 7T have now been shown to be safe in

adults,14,15 the literature about safety in children is scarce. In a
study by Harris et al,16 42 children between 5 and 10 years of age
underwent 7T MR imaging, which was well-tolerated and safe in
all children. The Food and Drug Administration approved 7T
MR imaging in infants of 1 month and older.17 The limit of the
main static field in neonates is 4T MR imaging. SAR limits are
the same for adults and neonates.17

We initiated a feasibility pilot study in infants. This study
shows the first MR images of infants at 7T and provides informa-
tion about the safety preparations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation: SAR Simulation
Using a radiofrequency simulation, we investigated whether MR
imaging protocols could be translated from the adult to the infant

brain without exceeding the SAR lim-
its. Finite-difference time-domain sim-
ulations were performed using Sim4Life
(Zurich Med Tech) to evaluate transmit
efficiency and radiofrequency safety
limits of the setup, assuming full decou-
pling of the receiver coils. The geometry
and electrical circuits of the NOVA
head coil (Nova Medical) for 7T were
implemented in Sim4Life. The simula-
tions were performed on a virtual infant
model (Charlie, 2 months of age, 4.3
kg) of the Integrated Taxonomic
Information System virtual family18 in
different positions in the coil (Fig 1),
using the head coil in quadrature mode.
The same simulations were performed

on adult heads (male Duke, female Ella) of the virtual family18 as a
reference. Local SAR levels (10-g average) for 1-W input power and
global SAR levels (average SAR over the whole head) were calcu-
lated. Also, the average SAR per B1

2 was calculated as the average
SAR over the whole head divided by the average B1

2 in a central sec-
tion in the brain. The peak local SAR was defined as the highest
SAR in the whole infant.

SAR simulations were validated by comparing simulations
and measurements of B1 maps of a spherical phantom and power
measurements for data scaling (data not shown).

Preparation: Acoustic Noise Protection
At 3T MR imaging, acoustic noise protection is guaranteed by
Alpine Muffy Baby (Alpine Hearing Protection), Natus MiniMuffs
(Natus Medical), and a hood for acoustic noise protection,19

respectively, leading to 6.4- to 31.6-dB, 7-dB, and 4- to 13.6-dB
reduction. A prototype of the hood (190 cm long) for noise protec-
tion that fits in the 7T MR scanner was developed using a layer of
5-cm foam (EASYfoam TC2; EASY Noise Control).

A test setup with a dummyMR imaging bore (old 7TMR imag-
ing bore) was made in a sound-isolated booth to test the attenua-
tion of acoustic noise with different hoods and no hood. We
conducted all sound-level measurements using a sound-level meter
(B&K type 2250; Brüel & Kjær). A microphone (B&K, type 4189)
was placed in the isocenter of the dummy bore to record the sound
volumes in A-weighted decibels 9dB(A). Four speakers (Yamaha
MSP5A; Hamamatsu) were positioned around this test setup: one
on each end of the dummy bore and one on each side (Fig 2). The
speakers were separately calibrated on an acoustic noise level of
55dB(A). The acoustic noise was measured with the 3T hood, the
7T hood, and without a hood, with the acoustic noise coming from
the speakers at both ends, both sides, and from all 4 speakers.

We measured the attenuation of the Alpine Muffy Baby and
Natus MiniMuffs using the B&K type 2250 G4 SLM and B&K
Artificial Ear type 4153. A stimulus (AudioNigma; Decos) of
80 dB(A) was sent to an artificial ear.

Study Population
Clinically stable infants, between term-equivalent age and the
corrected age of 3 months were included in this pilot study.

FIG 1. Different positions of the infant model in the radiofrequency coil. On the left, the adult
head and torso are shown. They are used as a reference.
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Infants with respiratory support or an intravenous catheter were
excluded. They underwent 7T MR imaging immediately after
their routine 3T MR imaging scan (both Philips Healthcare
Best, The Netherlands). All infants were sedated with chloral
hydrate before the 3T MR imaging in combination with the
feed-bundle technique, as parts of routine clinical care. An
additional dose of chloral hydrate before the 7T MR imaging
was not allowed by the medical ethics committee. For neona-
tal scans of the brain at 7T, the 2-channel transmit 32-chan-
nel receive head coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA) was
used. The selection of sequences was based on the clinical in-
dication. Details of the scan protocols can be found in the
On-line Table. Hearing was protected as described above.
Safety parameters were monitored before, during, between,
and after the MR images. We monitored heart rate, periph-
eral oxygen saturation, temperature (core temperature before

and after and abdominal skin tem-
perature during the scans), and
comfort scales.20

This study was approved by the
medical ethics committee of the
University Medical Center Utrecht
(NL66198.041.18), and written informed
consent was obtained from the parents
of all participants.

RESULTS
Preparation: SAR Simulation
The global SAR and peak local SAR of
the virtual infant model in the cen-
tered position and 50mm from the
isocenter in feet direction (�50-mm
FH) did not exceed the SAR of the
adult models. However, when infant
Charlie was positioned 50mm from
isocenter in the head direction (150-
mm FH), global SAR levels and peak
local SAR levels exceeded those of the
adult models (by 113% and 112%
compared with Duke, respectively)
(Table 1).

The 10-g averaged local SAR in the
head of the infant model was lower
than that in the adult head for all posi-
tions. When the infant model was
positioned 150-mm FH, the local
SAR was highest in the neck/shoulder
transitions (Fig 3).

The SAR per B1
2 was lower in the

infant model than in the adult models,
meaning that less power is needed to
reach the same B1, except for the150-
mm FH position.

Preparation: Acoustic Noise
Protection

The background noise in the sound booth was 28dB(A). The 7T
hood attenuated the acoustic noise by 8.5 dB, and the 3T hood, by
7dB (Table 2).

Without hearing protection, the artificial ear measured 80 dB
(A). The Alpine Muffy Baby reduced the acoustic noise level to
56 dB(A), and the use of only the Natus Minimuffs resulted in
73.4 dB(A). The combination of both, not totally closing the arti-
ficial ear, led to an acoustic noise level of 58 dB(A). If they were
both well-placed on the ear using the elastic head band, the level
decreased to 47.8 dB(A).

Feasibility of MR Imaging
Twelve infants have been included with a median gestational age
of 28.2weeks (range, 25.0–41.7 weeks), median birth weight of
1127 g (range, 585–4570 g), median postnatal age at MR imaging

of 95 days (range, 31–114 days), and a median weight at MR

FIG 2. Setup for measuring acoustic noise at the MR imaging table in the presence of the hood.
This test setup consisted of a dummy bore with dimensions similar to those of the 7T MR system
with a 10-mm plastic plate of polyoxymethylene to create an MR imaging table. The speakers pro-
ducing the sound are positioned at 28-cm distance around the dummy bore to mimic the sound
produced by the MR imaging scanner.

Table 1: Global and peak SAR levels

Duke
Centered

Ella
Centered

Charlie
Centered

Charlie
250-
mm FH

Charlie
+50-
mm FH

Global SAR levels
Average SAR for 1 Watt input
power (W kg�1)

0.066 0.069 0.062 0.050 0.075

Average SAR per B1
2 (W kg�1 mT–2) 0.462 0.465 0.289 0.454 0.474

Average B1
1 in central section

for 1 Watt input power (mT)a
0.379 0.385 0.466 0.333 0.398

Peak local SAR levels
Peak local SAR (10-g averaged)
for 1 Watt input power (W kg�1)

0.435 0.398 0.321 0.213 0.487

Peak local SAR (10-g averaged)
per B1

2 (W kg�1mT–2)
3.04 2.63 1.48 1.92 3.08

a The power optimization procedure of the MR imaging scanner software calibrates the needed input power to
achieve a certain B1 in the subject. This calibration is based on the average B1

1 in a central section of the subject
(brain in this case).
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imaging of 3322 g (range, 2715–6335 g). The clinical indications

for the MR imaging scans were the following: MR imaging at

term-equivalent age because of preterm birth before 28weeks’

gestation (n¼ 7); MR imaging at term-equivalent age because of

white matter injury (n¼ 2); follow-up MR imaging at 3 months’

corrected age because of a thalamic hemorrhage (n¼ 1) or hem-

orrhage in the temporal lobe (n¼ 1); and follow-up MR imaging

at 6 weeks because of an arterial ischemic stroke (n¼ 1).

Temperature, heart rate, peripheral oxygen saturation, and com-

fort scales were stable before, during, and after MR imaging. No

serious adverse events related to the MR imaging occurred.
MRV at 7T provided good visibility of the different veins and

sinuses: The superficial cerebral veins could be followed in detail
(Fig 4A, -G).

Also, SWI at 7T was feasible and showed details of the deep
venous circulation, i.e., the deep medullary veins (Fig 4B, -H).

Single-shot T2WI at 7T demonstrated good gray and white
matter contrast. In 1 patient with a perinatal arterial stroke, peri-
vascular spaces were seen at 7T that were not visible at 3T (Figs
4C, -I). Otherwise, no clinically relevant additional findings were
reported by the pediatric neuro radiologist (M.L.) at 7T. The gray
and white matter differentiation at T1WI was suboptimal at 7T
(Figs 4E, -K).

MRA showed more peripheral
arteries at 7T, and little noise was visi-
ble at 7T, making it easier to see the
thickness and curves of the arteries
(Figs 4D, -J).

MR spectroscopy was of improved
quality. For example, the patient
shown in Fig 4F, -L had an SNR of 19
at 7T compared with 6 at 3T. It was
possible to correctly fit more metabo-
lites with a Cramer–Rao Lower Bound
of,20% at 7T, such asN-acetyl aspar-

tylglutamate, taurine, and glycine.

DISCUSSION
We demonstrated that scanning infants in a 7T scanner is feasible
and results in good-quality images. While optimization of the
sequences is ongoing, we already demonstrated that some sequen-
ces showed more details compared with 3TMR imaging.

Before scanning, simulated SAR levels at 7T were lower in the
virtual infant than in adult models.18 When the infant’s head was
further in the coil than isocenter, or 5 cm in the x or y direction,
SAR levels did exceed the adult situation. Thus, the center posi-
tion of the infant in the coil is essential. Therefore, the position of
the infant’s head was constrained in the coil, making it mechani-
cally impossible to put the infant’s head farther in the coil than
center position. Differences in the SAR due to intersubject vari-
ability cannot be completely ruled out. However, previous simu-
lations at 3T showed that different-sized infant models and
different positions did not result in major differences in simu-
lated SAR levels.21

The SAR simulations had 2 important limitations. The first li-
mitation is that the Sim4Life model of Charlie uses the dielectric
values of adults, which might slightly differ from infant dielectric
properties. The dielectric values of human infants are unknown

FIG 3. Local SAR levels in adult head (left) and Charlie in the different coil positions. Shifts of an infant in the x and y directions are unlikely
because of limited space; therefore, the results are not included in the figure. The SAR values when infant Charlie is positioned 50mm in the x
or y direction are comparable with those in the150-mm FH position.

Table 2: Acoustic noise levels in decibel(A), with use of no hood, the 3T hood, and the
newly developed 7T hood

Both Ends of
the Bore

Sides of
the Bore

Sides and Ends of
the Bore

No hood for acoustic noise
protection

60.0 dB(A) 58.5 dB(A) 62.5 dB(A)

3T Nordell hood for acoustic noise
protection

54.0 dB(A) 51.0 dB(A) 55.5 dB(A)

Prototype 7T hood for acoustic noise
protection

54.0 dB(A) 43.0 dB(A) 54.0 dB(A)
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and require further research. In the study of Malik et al,21 conver-
sion of adult dielectric values was based on rat data; however, these
are not validated. Second, only 1 virtual model of a 2-month-old
infant was available, which cannot be completely translated to an
infant of term-equivalent age. Head circumference and body com-
position differed between term-equivalent age and 2 months of
age. Malik et al showed that term neonates with smaller head sizes
or lower body weight had lower SAR depositions, suggesting that
the 2-month-old infant model does not underestimate SAR values.
Regarding body composition, Malik et al simulated the effect of fat
percentage on SAR depositions in neonates in 2 extreme scenarios:
1 model with only skin and 1 model with a thick layer of pure fat.
The model with only skin had 10% higher peak local SAR deposi-
tions.21 The fat percentage of neonates is lower compared with 2-
month-old infants.22,23 In the worst case scenario, a neonate might
have a higher peak local SAR up to 10% compared with a 2-
month-old infant based on fat composition. This will still not
exceed the safety limits of the FDA because the 7T MR scanner,
Best, the Netherlands has implemented an additional safety factor
larger than 2. Furthermore, the global SAR levels of Charlie in the
centered position were 6% lower compared with the adult model,
and the peak local SAR was 26% lower, leading to an additional
safety margin. Adult limits are, therefore, still safe to use.

Another concern might be that the thermoregulation in neo-
nates is immature compared with adults, so the effect of SAR val-
ues on body temperature might differ between neonates and
adults.21 Neonates have less isolating subcutaneous fat and a
larger surface-to-body weight ratio, making them more prone to
develop hypothermia.21,24-26 The risk of high local peak SAR val-
ues in neonates is lower compared with adults because less power
is needed in neonates to reach the same B11. Furthermore, the
risk of high local peak SAR is reduced by the above-described
safety margins (Table 1).

No MR imaging–related adverse events occurred in the
infants scanned at 7T in this pilot study, and comfort scales were
stable, which are both indicators that infants did tolerate the
higher main static field.

The possible improvements in the quality of SWI and single-
shot T2WI are caused by a shorter T2-relaxation time, improved
spatial resolution, and increased susceptibility.5 These might ena-
ble physicians to assess the extent of injury on a microstructural
level: diagnosing microbleeds and polymicrogyria and thereby
improving the prediction of neurodevelopmental outcome.27-29

As expected, the quality of T1WI at 7T was worse compared
with 3T in infants. The T1-relaxation time increases at higher
field strengths.13 Furthermore, the brains of neonates have a rela-
tively high water content, which results in less contrast between
white and gray matter. To compensate for this longer T1 relaxa-
tion time, the TR can be increased, but this increase leads to lon-
ger scanning time, which is also not preferable in neonates.6,13

On the other hand, this increased T1-relaxation time enables
higher quality angiography, which, in the future, can help, for
example, to evaluate small perforator strokes.6,10

For MR spectroscopy, the increased chemical shift disper-
sion at 7T results in less overlap between the different metabo-
lite peaks; also, the SNR is increased (.2-fold). Of note is that
the maximal required B1 for MR spectroscopy cannot be
achieved when the infant is in the �50-mm position in the coil.
This can happen if the shoulders do not fit in the head coil
when the infant is wrapped in the vacuum matress. In such
cases, MR spectroscopy at 7T has SNR comparable with that of
3T, but with the advantage of less overlap between metabolite
peaks. Nevertheless, 7T MR spectroscopy enabled more accu-
rate detection of N-acetyl aspartylglutamate, taurine, and gly-
cine and possibly other metabolites such as glutamate, gamma-
aminobutyric acid, and myo-inositol, as has been described in
adults.5,6 This feature could be helpful for the diagnosis of met-
abolic diseases and neuronal injury but can also provide infor-
mation about the biochemical development of the neonatal
brain.

In the future, 7T might be particularly helpful to answer spe-
cific questions about the diagnosis or outcome in, for example,
infants with small (perforator) strokes, metabolic diseases, or
unexplained neurologic symptoms, i.e., seizures. The clinical

FIG 4. Examples of images of different patients at 3T (upper row) versus 7T MR imaging (lower row). A and G , MRV at 3T and 7T, respectively,
of a preterm infant at term-equivalent age. B and H, An SWI at, respectively, 3T and 7T of a preterm infant at term-equivalent age. C and I, The
6-week follow-up single-shot T2-weighted image of a term-born infant with a perinatal stroke. The arrows indicate perivascular spaces that
were better visualized at 3T compared with 7T. D and J, A 3-month follow-up MRA at 3T and 7T of a term-born infant with an occipital stroke. E
and K, T1WI (MPRAGE) of a preterm-born infant at term-equivalent age. F and L, An MR spectroscopy spectrum at 3T and 7T of a preterm infant
at term-equivalent age, both with a comparable ROI in the left basal ganglia/thalami region.
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implications and the additional value of 7T in infants should be
investigated in larger 7T MR imaging studies. We did not scan
preterm neonates; the safety and feasibility of 7T MR imaging
in these neonates should also be investigated in the future.

CONCLUSIONS
This pilot study shows, for the first time, that 7T ultra-high-field
MR imaging is feasible in infants. Good-quality images could be
obtained, with some sequences providing additional details com-
pared with 3T. Positioning of the infant in the isocenter of the
coil is important for SAR safety.
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